
Kaddam reservoir [19º06’48.98”N 78º48’09.46”E] on the western 
fringes of the Kawal WLS, on 30 July 2007. It was first sighted at 
0700 hrs while it was in the process of feeding. The same bird 
was again sighted at 1000 hrs when it flew overhead and landed 
on a tree. The microhabitat consisted of densely wooded mixed 
forest with dense undergrowth. Our sighting adds the Stork-billed 
Kingfisher to the birds of Kawal WLS (Srinivasulu 2004).
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Gleanings

In my Ornithology course at the University of Arkansas—Fort 
Smith, we use the most recent edition of Cornell Lab’s 
Handbook of Ornithology: a lavishly illustrated and up-to-date 

tome. Yet, often in the past six years I had to go back to my lecture 
files to update my notes. Such is the flood of new information on 
bird biology. The way birds find food by use of special organs in 
their bill tips is the latest addendum to my lectures.

Ornithologists have long assumed that ibises and shorebirds 
rely on tactile senses in bill tips to physically touch and capture 
invertebrate prey from the wetlands they feed. I have always told 
my students that birds feel for their prey as they probe or jab into 
the squelch or litter and then snap them up. I have also used 
kiwis as a good example of the few birds that use the sense of 
smell to “sniff out” prey. Kiwis seem tailor-made to use smell not 
only because of their enlarged olfactory lobes, but also because 
their nares (“nostrils”) are placed at the very tip of their bills as 
opposed to the side of the bill in other birds. But experimental 
studies have not conclusively established the importance of smell 
in kiwi prey detection (the two major studies cited by the authors 

in this regard—Jenkins 2001, and Flinn 1995—are unpublished 
works).

Two recent papers, one in an anatomy journal and the other 
in a leading bird journal, add fresh perspective on this. Both 
studies were spear-headed by Susan Cunningham of Massey 
University in New Zealand. The authors extensively examined 
bill morphology (including histology) of kiwis and ibises, and 
correlated this with habitat use information. 

Susan and her colleagues report that these birds find food 
by detecting vibrations or pressure changes generated by prey 
movements and not by mere physical contact with prey. They 
use the term “remote touch” for this phenomenon and say that it 
is aided by special organs of mechano-reception (termed Herbst 
Corpuscles) embedded in the bone of the bill tips. They surmise 
that in kiwis this sense may either act as a supplement to olfaction 
or even be the predominant mode of prey detection. Among 
11 species of ibises they found that the number of corpuscles 
increases in species with more aquatic habitat usage. 

Also interesting is the fact that this “remote-tactile sensory 
system” appears to have evolved independently in two unrelated 
groups of birds, the kiwis and shorebirds, which belong to 
two different super-orders, Paleognathae and Neognathae, 
respectively. 

errata
Vol. 6 Nos. 4&5

Page 138, bottom row, both pictures are of Saunders’s Tern Sterna saun-
dersi.

The back cover picture was taken by Dhritiman Mukherjee, not Arpit Deo-
murari, as credited. Our sincere apologies.
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